
 

Lodha Elisium : Beautiful Residential Property
Lodha Elisium located at wadala Near Imax Dome in Mumbai brings a new dimension to
luxurious and fine living. Developed by Lodha Group, Lodha Elisium offers a gateway to a
life forever longed for.

Mumbai, Sep 10, 2012 -- Lodha Group present its new creation inside its township
project New Cuffe Parade by the name of "ELISIUM". Lodha Elisium is a grand 63
storey of natural bliss luxury development set in the heart of Mumbai, which will
change the way you refresh, relive and rejuvenate. Lodha Elisium inspired by the
finest principles of Indian architecture, the tower is designed around central atriums,
mirroring traditional Indian 'chowks'. As this project is designed by the Singapore
based architects WOHA, the world's finest designers of sustainable high rise. Lodha
developer is renowned for their revolutionized designing of their residential projects.
At Lodha Elisium they make the most of natural air flows and light to reduce
unnecessary power consumption.

Lodha Elisium is located at Wadala, Mumbai. Wadala being the Mumbai's fastest
growing suburb with consistent patches of greenery. Considered as a central suburb
of the city of Mumbai, but is now well within the city limits. One can get a local
trains from Wadala to travel across Navi Mumbai in addition of the western suburbs.
Its the home to 17 Schools and 9 Colleges and within easy radius of 4 well - known
hospitals. Within the walking distance of Wadala's IMAX the world's second largest
dome-shaped cinema theater. Easily approachable from the Eastern Express
Highway, Wadala enjoys interconnectivity along the Western, Central and Harbor
Railway Line.

Lodha Elisium offers you the choice to choose from 2BHK and 3BHK luxurious and
spacious apartments well defined with world's best and top amenities like Healing
Gardens, Ganesh Temple, Rejuvenating world-class Spa, Beautiful serene water
bodies, Open landscape, Organic Gardens, Vertical Greens, Elevated jogging tracks,
A fully equipped gymnasium, Cricket Ground, Multi-purpose Court, 3 sides open,
well-ventilated and naturally lit homes, Lavish sun decks with uninterrupted
panoramic view and may more...

Lodha Group is a premier real estate developer headquartered in Mumbai, established
in 1980. In 2007, the group received the largest ever FDI in the real estate sector in
India. Pioneering new trends in the market, the Group introduced CASA by Lodha,
offering the mid-income consumer luxury homes within easy reach. The Group also
introduced the concept of branded office spaces, with offerings at every level, from
world-class corporate offices to large scale office campuses to signature boutique
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offices for growing businesses. The group is now expanding into Western and
Southern India and recently kicked off their geographic expansion and is soon
expected to launch its first project in Pune. The Group is currently developing in
excess of 27 million sq. ft. of prime real estate over 30 projects in and around
Mumbai, from Nepean Sea Road to Dombivali, making it the largest developer in
Mumbai and one of the largest in the country.

If you are interested in buying a residential space in Lodha Elisium, kindly contact
us.

http://www.proptiger.com/p-lodha-elisium-wadala-mumbai.php

Contact Information:
Name: Preeti Tomar

Email: proptiger107@gmail.com
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